Abstract. We state and prove a generalization of the Poincaré-Hopf index theorem for manifolds with boundary. We then apply this result to nonvanishing complex vector fields.
The generalized Poincaré-Hopf index theorem
To state the generalized Poincaré-Hopf index theorem, we need to define the index of a vector field with isolated zeros on a ∂-manifold. To set notations, let v be a vector field with isolated zeros on the ∂-manifold M of dimension n. We denote by Z(u) the set of zeros of a vector field u.
For zeros away from the boundary, this is done in the usual way. That is, the index ind(v, m) of the vector field v at a zero m ∈ M is defined to be the degree of the self-map of S n−1 obtained by normalizing the vector field image of v by a chart, restricted to a small sphere around the image of m. By convention, the degree of the self-map of the empty set is 1. If v has a finite number of zeros, in particular if M is compact, then the index of v on the interior of M , denoted by ind • v, is the sum of the indices of v at its zeros in the interior of M .
The index on the boundary is defined as follows. First, we begin with a general definition, and we will keep the same notations in the rest of the article.
Definition 1 (Collar).
A collar of a ∂-manifold M is a diffeomorphism φ = (φ 1 , φ 2 ) from an open neighborhood U of ∂M to the product ∂-manifold ∂M × R + such that φ 1 | ∂M = id ∂M .
Note that a collar necessarily satisfies φ(∂M ) = ∂M × {0}. For a proof of the next theorem, we refer to [2] .
Theorem 2 (Collaring theorem). Every ∂-manifold has a collar.
Since ∂M is locally compact, the sets
form a neighborhood basis of ∂M when f describes the set F = {f : ∂M → R * + | f smooth} of positive smooth functions on ∂M .
If v is a vector field on a ∂-manifold M with a collar φ, we can define on the domain U of φ its tangential and transverse components with respect to φ by
respectively (where for the latter we used the standard identification T R + ≃ R + × R). A vector field is called 0-transverse if it is transversal to the zero section of the tangent bundle.
Definition 3 (Tame vector field). A vector field on a ∂-manifold M with a collaring φ is φ-tame (resp. φ-t-tame) if it has no zero on ∂M , and its tangential component with respect to φ restricted to ∂M has isolated zeros (resp. is 0-transverse).
Since a 0-transverse vector field has isolated zeros, t-tame vector fields are tame. Because ∂-manifolds are normal spaces, tame vector fields do not vanish on a neighborhood of the boundary of a ∂-manifold. We will also need the following result, a proof of which can be found in [2] (and for compact manifolds in [1] ). With these definitions, we can state the following proposition.
Proposition 5. The φ-t-tame vector fields on a ∂-manifold M with collar φ form an open subset of the set of vector fields, dense in each of the sets
for any function f ∈ F and vector field w on M . In particular, this set is dense in the set of vector fields.
Proof. The conditions for t-tameness are open (transversality with a closed submanifold is an open condition, ibid.). We have to prove that they are dense. First for having no zero on the boundary, that is, we have to "remove" the zeros on ∂M of a vector field v ∈ X w,f without introducing new zeros nor modifying v on M \ U f , through an arbitrarily small deformation. This can be done as follows: each zero on the boundary has a neighborhood, included in U f and arbitrarily small, diffeomorphic through a chart ψ to the half ball {x ∈ R n | x < 1 ∧ x n ≥ 0} and where v does not vanish. We define the continuous vector field
2 ) on this neighborhood and v 1 = v elsewhere. The facts that the neighborhood can be arbitrarily small and that M is locally compact imply that v 1 can be chosen arbitrarily close to v. Now for having a tangential component 0-transverse on ∂M . By Proposition 4, there is a vector field w on ∂M with isolated zeros and arbitrarily close to v . We
If w is chosen close enough to v then v 2 does not vanish. Indeed, because ∂M is locally compact, v has a norm (for any Riemannian metric) locally bounded below by a positive number.
The second statement of the proposition follows from the first since any vector field u with isolated zeros is in a set X u,f for some f ∈ F (since ∂-manifolds are normal spaces) and vector fields with isolated zeros form a dense subset of the set of vector fields by Proposition 4. Now we can define the index of a tame vector field on a ∂-manifold with collar at a zero of its tangential component on the boundary. Definition 6 (Index on the boundary). The index of a φ-tame vector field on a ∂-manifold with collar φ at a zero of its tangential component on the boundary is defined to be half the index of its tangential component restricted to the boundary if the vector field points inwards, and minus half it if the vector field points outwards.
The minus sign in the definition is explained by the following lemma.
Lemma 7. If a is a vector field on an open subset U of R
n with an isolated zero at p ∈ U , then the index at (p, 0) of the vector field b on
Proof. The degree of maps is a morphism (it transforms composition of maps into multiplication of integers) and the reflection with respect to an hyperplane is a self-map of the sphere with degree −1.
If the tangential component has a finite number of zeros on the boundary, in particular if the boundary is compact, then the index on the boundary of the tame vector field is defined to be the sum of its indices at the zeros of its tangential component on the boundary. If the ∂-manifold is compact, this is an integer (by the doubling process explained in the proof of the main theorem below), but need not be an integer if the boundary only is compact. For instance, a non-vanishing vector field on R + has an index on the boundary equal to ±1/2. As another example, a vector field with isolated zeros on CP 2 × R + , id-tame and with constant second component, has an index on the boundary equal to ±3/2, since χ(CP 2 ) = 3. Notice that this gives another proof that null-cobordant manifolds (through an oriented cobordism) have even Euler-Poincaré characteristic.
To extend this definition to any vector field with isolated zeros, we need a few more results.
Proposition 8. In a ∂-manifold with compact boundary, the index on the boundary of a φ-tame vector field is constant in each set X w,f .
Proof. Consider two φ-t-tame vector fields v 0 and v 1 in X w,f . They are homotopic within X w,f since ∂U f (where the symbol ∂ is used in its general topology meaning) is a deformation retract of U f . Indeed, we define a homotopy by
Up to a small perturbation with support disjoint from the boundary of ∂M × [0, 1], we can suppose it is 0-transverse, so that
Consider a connected component W of H −1 (0) with non-empty boundary ∂W = {a 1 , a 2 }, with a 1 = a 2 , a k ∈ ∂M × {i k }, i k ∈ {0, 1}. We consider a small hollow tube N around W , whose boundary consists of two (n − 2)-dimensional spheres, around a 1 and a 2 . By a standard result ([2, Lemma 1.2 p. 123]), and since N is compact, the degree of H/ H (for any Riemannian metric) on ∂N is zero. Therefore, if i 1 = i 2 , then ind(v i1 , a 1 ) + ind(v i2 , a 2 ) = 0, and if i 1 = i 2 , then ind(v i1 , a 1 ) = ind(v i2 , a 2 ) (because of the orientation reversal). But on W , v t vanishes, so that v t⊥ has to keep a constant sign, hence ind(v i1 , a 1 )+ind(v i2 , a 2 ) = 0 or ind(v i1 , a 1 ) = ind(v i2 , a 2 ) respectively. Therefore, grouping the boundary points of H −1 (0) into pairs, we get ind ∂ v 0 = ind ∂ v 1 . Finally, a φ-tame vector field can be approximated by a φ-t-tame one by a standard construction consisting in exploding a degenerate zero into non-degenerate ones, and the degree being a topological invariant, the indices on the boundary of both vector fields are the same.
We now have to prove that the index on the boundary is independent of the collaring. This follows from the next two propositions.
Proposition 9. For any two collars and any set X w,f , the set of vector fields which are t-tame for both collars is dense in X w,f .
Proof. This is simply because the intersection of two open dense sets is dense.
Proposition 10.
A vector field on a ∂-manifold with compact boundary which is tame for two collars has the same index on the boundary for both collars.
Proof. Let φ and ψ be two collars of M and v be a vector field which is t-tame for both (we can assume this for the same reason as in the proof of Proposition 8). To apply the same argument as in the proof of Proposition 8, we need to show that v φ = T φ • v and v ψ = T ψ • v are homotopic on ∂M × {0} through non-vanishing vector fields. We will actually show that the convex combination v t = tv φ +(1−t)v ψ does not vanish. Since collars agree on the boundary,
2 ) on ∂M , where w ∈ X(∂M ) and α ∈ F, so that These results enable us to define the index on the boundary of a vector field v with isolated zeros on a ∂-manifold M with compact boundary. Indeed, v is in a set X v,f for some f ∈ F, and we define its index on the boundary ind ∂ v to be the index on the boundary of any φ-tame vector field in this set for any collar φ of M .
Finally, the index of a vector field with isolated zeros on a ∂-manifold is defined to be the sum of its indices on the interior and on the boundary:
Using Lemma 7, the following proposition is clear.
Proposition 11. Let v be a vector field with isolated zeros on a compact oriented
With the above definition, we can state the generalized Poincaré-Hopf index theorem.
Theorem 12. Let v be a vector field with isolated zeros on the compact oriented ∂-manifold M . Then
Proof. We fix a collar φ for M and suppose without loss of generality that v is φ-tame. We extend the ∂-manifold M toM = M ∪ ∂M × [−1, 0], with identification along id ×{−1} : ∂M → ∂M × {−1}, and the vector field v to a continuous vector fieldṽ onM byṽ(m, t) = v (m) − tv ⊥ (m), for any m ∈ ∂M and t ∈ [−1, 0]. Then we consider the double M ofM that we obtain by gluingM to a copy of itself along the identity of its boundary. The vector fieldṽ extends to v, equal toṽ on both copies ofM . This can be done sinceṽ is tangential on the boundary ofM . The continuous vector field v has isolated zeros on M and its index is twice the index of v on M . Indeed, v being φ-tame, the zeros of v are in the embedded images of ∂M and of the two copies of M . The sum of the indices at the latter zeros is obviously 2 ind • v. For the former zeros, Lemma 7 applied to ∂M × (−1, 1) and the definition of the index of v on the boundary show that the sum of the indices at those zeros is 2 ind ∂ v.
We now apply the Poincaré-Hopf index theorem to the vector field v on the compact manifold M . The manifold M has the same dimension as M and has no boundary, so if dim M is odd, χ( M ) = 0, and if dim M is even, the manifold ∂M has odd dimension and no boundary, so χ( M ) = 2χ(M ) − χ(∂M ) = 2χ(M ). Since ind v = 2 ind v, the theorem is proved.
Notice that we could have defined the index of a vector field with isolated zeros by means of a perturbation (so that it is tame on the boundary for a given collar) and extensions toM and then to its double. The theorem would have proved that the index on the boundary was independent of the choices of the perturbation and extensions. Although the exposition above was longer, we think it is worth carrying out because it yields a more intrinsic definition of the index on the boundary (and does not require the ∂-manifold to be compact).
This theorem is a generalization of the Poincaré-Hopf index theorem for manifolds without boundary, since the Euler-Poincaré characteristic of an odd dimensional manifold without boundary is zero. Let us check that it also yields the Poincaré-Hopf index theorem for ∂-manifolds. That is, we have to check that if v points outwards on ∂M , then ind ∂ v = 0 if n is even and ind ∂ v = −χ(M ) if n is odd. But our definition gives in this case ind ∂ v = − 1 2 χ(∂M ), which is equal to 0 if n is even and −χ(M ) if n is odd, as wanted.
As an example, let v be a non-vanishing vector field on a manifold M . Consider the ∂-manifold N = M × [−1, 1] and the vector field w defined by w(m, t) = (cos
It is non-vanishing on N and points outwards on its boundary, so ind
As another example, let us consider two vector fields on the closed unit ball of R n , a constant non-zero vector field and the radial vector field given by v(x) = x x. For the former, the index in the interior is 0. The tangential component on the boundary is a vector field going from one point to its antipode along great circles. At the point of divergence, the vector field points inwards, giving an index 1/2, and at the point of convergence, the vector field points outwards, giving an index (−1) n /2. Therefore, the index on the boundary is 0 when n is odd and 1 when n is even. For the latter, the index on the interior is the index at 0, which is 1 (the degree of the identity map of S n−1 ), and the index on the boundary is, from above, −1 when n is odd and 0 when n is even. So we see that while ind is an invariant of the manifold, neither ind • nor ind ∂ need be.
Complex vector fields and the Euler-Poincaré characteristic
A complex vector field on a manifold is a section of the complexified tangent bundle. If the manifold has a Riemannian metric, then the square norm of a complex tangent vector is defined by
The article [3] states the following theorem and gives an incomplete proof. Indeed, on page 2, line 18, the fact that the same alternative holds at all points of the region requires a priori that the region be connected, which is not necessarily the case (see however the last paragraph of this section).
Theorem 13. A compact oriented manifold bearing a complex vector field with non-vanishing square norm has Euler-Poincaré characteristic zero.
Proof. Let v = ξ + iη be a complex vector field with non-vanishing square norm on the compact manifold M . If dim M is odd, there is nothing to prove, so suppose dim M is even. We can also suppose that ξ has isolated zeros, since this is a generic property. We want to show that ind ξ = 0 (actually, a perturbation of ξ), since this will imply by the usual Poincaré-Hopf index theorem that χ(M ) = 0.
Dealing separately with each connected component of M , we can assume that M is connected. We partition M into the three subsets A + = {m ∈ M | |ξ m | > |η m |}, B = {m ∈ M | |ξ m | = |η m |} and A − = {m ∈ M | |ξ m | < |η m |}. If B is empty, then either A − or A + is empty, by the intermediate value theorem. Now ξ does not vanish on A + ∪ B and η does not vanish on A − ∪ B, so if A − or A + is empty, M carries a non-vanishing vector field, so χ(M ) = 0. So let us suppose that none of these three sets is empty.
There exists an open subset Ω of M with smooth boundary such that B ⊂ Ω ⊂ Ω ⊂ {m ∈ M | ξ m , η m = 0}. Then Ω ∩ A − is a ∂-manifold. We denote by Σ − its boundary. By the collaring theorem, there is a neighborhood U of Σ − in Ω ∩ A − diffeomorphic to Σ − × [0, 2). Let us perturb ξ on this set in the following way: on each connected component of this set either ξ, η > 0 or ξ, −η > 0. So set ξ 1 (m, t) = (1 − t(2 − t))ξ ± t(2 − t)η for any m ∈ Σ − and t ∈ [0, 2), depending on the case occurring, and ξ 1 = ξ out of this set. Thus ξ 1 has the same zeros as ξ. Now, apply the generalized Poincaré-Hopf index theorem on N = (A − \ Ω) ∪ Σ + × [0, 1) to ξ 1 and η. We get
Since η does not vanish on N , ind • η = 0. On each component of ∂N , we have
Actually, the proof in [3] can be fixed in the following way, as H. Jacobowitz noted. The argument of the original proof does not give a non-vanishing vector field but only one up to sign, so that it still defines a line field. But the existence of a line field on a compact oriented manifold is enough to imply that the manifold has Euler-Poincaré characteristic zero. Indeed, let M be a compact oriented manifold and let M ′ be the intersection (in T M ) of the line field and the unit tangent bundle (for any Riemannian metric). Then M ′ is a double cover of M , so it is compact and oriented, and it carries a non-vanishing vector field, namely the restriction of the tautological section of T (T M ). Therefore M ′ has Euler-Poincaré characteristic zero and so does M .
Similar generalizations of the Poincaré-Hopf index theorem
The first extension of the Poincaré-Hopf index theorem for general vector fields on ∂-manifolds dates back to Morse (1929) who proved in [7] (the result had been announced in [6] ) that for any tame vector field v on a compact oriented ∂-manifold M , ind
where ∂ − v is the tangential component of the vector field v restricted to the open submanifold of ∂M where v points (strictly) inwards. Following Gottlieb, we call this identity the Morse index formula. This formula was rediscovered by Pugh (1968) in [8] , and then by Gottlieb (1986) in [9] and [10] , and generalized by Gottlieb and Samarayanake in [11] for non-everywhere defined vector fields. The Morse index formula is easily seen to be equivalent to the formula given in the present paper. Indeed, with obvious notations, one has ind ∂ (v) = 1 2 ind(∂ − v) − ind(∂ + v)
so that proving their equivalence amounts to proving that ind(∂ + v) + ind(∂ − v) = 2χ(M ) if dim M is odd and 0 if dim M is even. But by the usual Poincaré-Hopf index theorem, and because v has no zero on ∂M , the left-hand side is equal to χ(∂M ), which is precisely 2χ(M ) if dim M is odd and 0 if dim M is even, as wanted.
